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     It’s always a mixed blessing to have rains delayed—lots more time to 

golf but the river and creek continue to be low, making migration by 

the salmon difficult. As we move through November we’ll, undoubtedly, 

encounter some good storms. Those storms will show us more areas on 

the course that need attention for drainage. The storms will also necessi-

tate “Cart Path Only” rules. We try to keep the cart path only regulation 

only when necessary or if there is a particularly problematic area. You 

can help—stay away from the “roped off” areas in the fairways that 

indicated mushy turf or ground under repair. Use the 90 degree rule—

spot your ball and drive the cart path until you are straight across and 

THEN enter the fairway. Don’t drive where you see muddy tracks—even 

if your ball is close by. These are 3 simple rules that will keep the fairways 

accessible to carts as long as possible.  Below right is a picture of the 

course, next to a roped off area, that makes it apparent the fairway 

should be closed to carts.  Just because someone else did it doesn’t 

mean you also need to go there, please. 

     Many have noticed we are having continued problems with elk. 

They seem to be quite diligent this fall and are entering the course 

on a nightly basis. We’re trying some new deterrents but aren’t have-

n’t too much success. We appreciate your patience in this on-going 

battle. 

     Turkey month is here—the Men’s Club has their Turkey Shoot, Salm-

on Run Turkey Trot Tournament (we award real turkeys) and Thanks-

giving is the 22nd. As in the past, we will be closed on Thanksgiving 

Day to give our employees time to spend with their families. Thanks 

for understanding our appreciation of our staff—who we think are 

awesome! 

     Finally, we have some awesome specials inside. We offer the spe-

cials (and many of our other specials) based on double occupancy 

in the carts. If you are playing with a group  please pair up as our 

fees are based on 2 people in a cart. In 2019 we will be  changing 

our cart pickup procedure. We will give plenty of notice prior to the 

change but wanted to give a “heads” up now. 

     Enjoy time with family and friends—bring someone new to the 

course to see how beautiful it is.       ~Gary & Val 
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Upcoming Events 

 November 14—Men’s Club Turkey Shoot 

(not really shooting turkeys—shooting birdies) 

 November 17—Turkey Trot Tournament 
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Out with the Old—In with the New 
The final event for the tent was held October 6th with a beautiful wedding. October 7th the dismantling began—

while the warm weather was still here. The sides were removed and stored, the heating system was removed (saved 

for the new building) and the electrical was also removed. The tent structure and roof remained until The Tent 

Company, based in Klamath Falls and the winning bidder, came to disassemble. Ironically, Roy from The Tent 

Company, was the original installer for the tent structure when it was first erected in early 2000’s. It was quite the 

process to see the structure come down with the specialized lifts to delicately lower to the roof. Of course, this all 

happened on the same rainy Saturday as the Greenskeepers Tournament! It was a great event venue but we are 

looking forward to the new building which should begin construction sometime in early November. 


